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Alumacart Inc.
The patented Alumacart allows a single person to lift and transport bulky, heavy items. With pneumatic tires
and rated at 900 lbs., the Alumacart can move heavy loads over rough terrain and through doorways with
ease. The Alumacart has a lifetime guarantee and can be ordered with flat-free tires.
American Takii
Melampodium Casino Light Yellow is ideal for knee-high level plantings in the garden, reaching a height of 8
in. to 14 in. Extremely floriferous, they have outstanding garden performance particularly in hot and humid
climates. “Best in Show” out of 450 entries at Louisiana State University’s 2010 Field Trial.
Anthony Tesselaar USA Inc.
Fairy Magnolia Blush is a Michelia hybrid bred in New Zealand, with beautiful lightly fragrant flowers blushed
lilac pink and evergreen dark green foliage. Ideal as a specimen shrub or as a hedge. Hardy USDA Zones 7b
to 11.

Atlantic Water Gardens
Atlantic Water Gardens announces an additional size to its Colorfalls Lighted Falls Kits. Designed for formal
retaining walls and pond-free applications, the kits offer shimmering light in several hues while combining all
installation components in one kit. Available in the new 12-in. and existing 24-in. and 36-in. sizes.
Aquascape Inc.
The new Pondless Waterfall Vault for small- to mid-sized waterfall projects was designed to improve
integration with Aquascape’s AquaBlox water tanks. Horizontal and vertical water intakes provide excellent
circulation while the built-in water level inspection port allows the lid to be buried out of sight.
BioSafe Systems LLC
BioSafe Systems unveils a new look for SaniDate RTU Hard Surface Sanitizer. Newly introduced last year,
SaniDate RTU is an EPA-registered sanitizer effective against 99.9% of bacteria, including E. coli,
Staphylococcus and Salmonella. The new design is part of an expanding retail line that includes new products
for 2011.

DeWitt Company
Sudden Shade Cooling Kit is made from 100% UV-stabilized polyethylene. Its unique lock-stitch construction
allows the fabric to be cut with scissors without further unraveling. Sudden Shade is pre-cut and sold in two
sizes. Kit includes Clip-Its and rope for easy installation.
Exaco Trading Co
The Aerobin 400 uses a patented aeration core inside an enclosed bin to promote aerobic breakdown of
organic matter. Its thermal insulation conserves heat, leading to rapid breakdown of the biomass and greater
efficiency year round, even in cooler regions. No turning necessary.

GardenDecorAccents.com
The Enchanting Water Barrel Fountain is generously sized with genuine fir wood trim that adds country flair to
the outdoor garden. Electric pump included and some assembly required. UL recognized. 23.5-in. diameter
by 30.5-in. high.

Greenex USA Inc.
Ornamental Pepper Paracho has beautiful foliage and high numbers of black fruits, which stay black until they
mature into a unique burned-orange color, perfect for late autumn and Halloween sales. The bushy and
compact growth habit makes it ideal for production in smaller pots, and it can be grown without PGR
applications.
GreenFuse Botanicals Inc.
Beaucoup is a boliviensis hybrid begonia from GreenFuse Botanicals. The features of Begonia Beaucoup
are early spring flowering, large flowers held above the leaf canopy and flexible stems, which facilitate
damage-free handling. Colors include Red (pictured), Rose and White.
Green Industry Innovators
The Innovation Series Attachments Hopper is a material transportation and distribution system designed to
save labor and increase productivity. It holds 18 cu. ft. of material, attaches to commercial stand-on and walkbehind mowers, and has a hydraulic-powered conveyor belt for distributing material into beds.

Gro Mor Inc.
Pave Mor by Gro Mor introduces two models of paver placing and lifting tools, the Model PM-3AIR two-man
tool (pictured) and Model PM-1AIR single-man tool. The PM-3AIR can lift 180 lbs. and the PM-1AIR can lift 60
lbs. Both operate from a contractor’s portable compressor.

Hawaiian Sunshine Nursery Inc.
Hawaiian Volcano Plant is a collection of distinctive tropical plants grown on real volcanic cinder. Each handselected rock is unique and provides an excellent habitat for these exotic plants. Varieties include anthuriums,
bromeliads, ferns and more.
McCorkle Nurseries Inc.
Pinwheel Gardenia from the Gardener’s Confidence Collection creates a flurry of intensely fragrant, whimsical
repeat blooms. The exceptionally cold hardy (to Zone 6A) gardenia flowers from late spring through fall. The
glossy, evergreen foliage provides year-round interest.

Nature Technologies International LLC
Nature’s Solution Compost Tea is concentrated fresh compost tea made from organic worm castings and
compost. This fertilizer is ready-to-use and stays fresh for one year packaged in special patented breathable
containers that allow in oxygen. Two quarts makes 2.5 gallons.
Oglesby Plants International Inc.
TPIE’s Most Unusual Plant Specimen, Amate Soleil is a selection of Amate with bright chartreuse foliage that
can brighten up any patio or interior space. Soleil maintains all of the great characteristics of the original
Amate presented in a lively new color.
PanAmerican Seed
Easy Wave Petunias grow beautiful and lush containers and fill beds fast. They have the same great
spreading habit as Wave, but with a little more height. Plant them anyplace you want loads of bold colors.
New Opposites Attract Mix is an eye-catching blend of deep pink and purple shades.

Pearl’s Premium Inc.
Save on watering, mowing and fertilizer with Pearl’s Premium Ultra Low Maintenance Lawn Seed. Requires
minimal watering and organic fertilizer. Grass grows so slowly, only needs cutting once a month. Creates a
lush lawn that stays green year-round. Available in sun and shade mixtures.
Scheurich USA Inc.
Introducing Bördy, the innovative new water reserve accessory from Scheurich. It holds up to a four-day
supply, slowly releasing water through its clay spike. Bördy epitomizes practicality; it waters your plants evenly
and saves time in the process.
Selecta
Impressive large flowers in unique colors like the popular Copper Amethyst make Zion a high-appeal osteo
series. The early-flowering, upright and well-branched plants from Selecta make a great focal point in patio
gardens.

Southern Living Plant Collection
This stunning crapemyrtle is truly unique. Bright pink blooms in summer contrast with unique burgundy,
cupped leaves lasting all growing season. Grows 6 ft. to 10 ft. tall and 4 ft. to 5 ft. wide. Hardy in USDA Zone
7. Versatile with moderate to fast growth, Delta Jazz promises an outstanding performance.
Suntory Flowers Ltd
Lofos is a Mexican vine with very large flowers, and vigorous growth. Lofos Lophospermum Wine Red has
trumpet-shape flowers that bloom early and continuously throughout the growing season. Vigorous trailing and
climbing habit. Height up to 84 in. and spread 18 to 24 in.
SuperNaturals Grafted Vegetables LLC
Mighty ’Mato is a new line of grafted tomato plants with up to double the yield of bigger, heartier tomatoes.
Some have two different varieties on one plant. They are pest and disease resistant with greater tolerance to
environmental stresses. Available in 4-in. size pots.

